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…



● This work sort of drifts along at its 
own pace as a cross-disciplinary 
effort between a group of people 
that drop in and out of papers.

● We are mostly scientists, and not 
linguists. 

● This is interesting in itself as how 
some types of research get done.

● Acerbi, Alberto, Vasileios Lampos, Philip Garnett, and R. 
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Systems Dynamics.” Frontiers of Environmental Science & 
Engineering in China 2: 35.
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Management Studies 51 (1): 19–37.

● Ruck, Damian, R. Alexander Bentley, Alberto Acerbi, Philip 
Garnett, and Daniel J. Hruschka. 2017. “ROLE OF 
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CENTURIES OF ENGLISH WORD POPULARITY.” 
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● Skrebyte, Agne, Philip Garnett, and Jeremy R. Kendal. 
2016. “Temporal Relationships Between 
Individualism–Collectivism and the Economy in Soviet 
Russia: A Word Frequency Analysis Using the Google 
Ngram Corpus.” Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology 47 
(9): 1217–35.





● As Google sometimes does it embarked 
on a ambitious plan to scan all the 
World’s books.
○ Would have been an amazing resource.
○ Instantly got bogged down in legal 

problems.
○ Did scan ~25 million books largely from 

University Libraries.
○ Basis of the Google Books web tool.
○ Also produced Ngrams...





“Culturomics is the application of high-throughput data collection and analysis to the study of 
human culture. Books are a beginning, but we must also incorporate newspapers (29), 
manuscripts (30), maps (31), artwork (32), and a myriad of other human creations (33, 34). 
Of course, many voices—already lost to time—lie forever beyond our reach.

Culturomic results are a new type of evidence in the humanities. As with fossils of ancient 
creatures, the challenge of culturomics lies in the interpretation of this evidence. 
Considerations of space restrict us to the briefest of surveys: a handful of trajectories and 
our initial interpretations. Many more fossils (Fig. 5 and fig. S13), with shapes no less 
intriguing, beckon…”

Michel, Jean-Baptiste, Yuan Kui Shen, Aviva Presser Aiden, Adrian Veres, Matthew K. Gray, 
Google Books Team, Joseph P. Pickett, et al. 2011. “Quantitative Analysis of Culture Using 
Millions of Digitized Books.” Science 331 (6014): 176–82.
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● Culturomics sounds a bit like 
genomics… and they share a few 
traits.

● I was a Geneticist that got 
interested in people…

● One of things that Geneticists 
spend a lot of time worrying about 
is selection vs drift.

● Both are ways things adapt - hard 
to tell apart.



We downloaded it and then shoved it in 
a MySQL database so we could read it 
out using computers easily.



Runs from ~1700 to 2009.

Bit rubbish from about 
1700-1800 (low frequencies 
& errors)

You have to be careful with 
change of spelling… 





● At the time a bunch of us were working 
on Tipping Points and interested in 
climate change.

● Tipping point - rapid shift from one 
system state to another.

● So we got interested in the changing 
frequency of climate words.

● Bentley, R. Alexander, Philip Garnett, 
Michael J. O’Brien, and William A. 
Brock. 2012. “Word Diffusion and 
Climate Science.” PloS One 7 (11): 
e47966.



We were interested:

● In the cycles of interest in 
science.

● The role science dissemination 
has in ‘public interest’.

● Is it reflected in word 
frequencies?

● Is there a social aspect to the 
change in use of some words?



● Models adoption of ‘products’ in 
a population…

● Probability of a word being used 
is proportional to the amount of 
times it is eventually used, and 
the rate of independant 
discovery. (so we are looking 
backwards).

● Predicts that things follow a 
s-shaped curve that in part 
depends on adoption by new 
users.



Some follow modified bass model:
Biodiversity
Paleoclimate
Global
Holocene

Some don’t:
Temperature
Climate
Diatoms

Suggesting that the usage of some 
words is more influenced by social 
factors that others.



We then found that if we 
normalized to the 
frequency of the instead 
of the total number of 
ngrams per year we got 
better fits for the model to 
the data.

For the period the is the 
word with the highest 
frequency in the English 
language.

This is actually the case 
for most of the data.



Some of the words associated with climate change are changing in 
frequency due to some sort of social-learning diffusion process.

● So its not selection is diffusion (drift) - shift due to people copying 
other people.

● Or is it… so this is where it is useful to introduce the idea that when 
modelling/simulating something you first try the simplest model and 
then go from there.

● We are unable to reject the hypothesis that it is diffusion and not 
selection.



Feedback between language and the World.

Language 
People Use

Stuff That is 
Happening



Does what is happening manifest 
in word frequencies?

● One would assume so…
● Can we see it?
● Acerbi, Alberto, Vasileios Lampos, Philip 

Garnett, and R. Alexander Bentley. 2013. 
“The Expression of Emotions in 20th Century 
Books.” PloS One 8 (3): e59030.

These are residuals (z-score) against the.
Emotions words going down… except fear in the 
2000s.





A - Emotion terms - American books 
have increased their mood terms.

B - Content free terms - America is 
more ‘content-free’? Stylistic change 
between US and British books.

C - Random (control).

D - 100 largest urban 
agglomerations in the world. Use of 
the names of the 100 most 
populated cities (control).



You can see evidence of a connection between language and stuff 
happening.

The exact relationship is perhaps not clear (mechanism etc).

Some things to note about this data... 

● What is an emotion word? (we tend to use other researcher’s data)
● We have to assume that the division between British and American 

books is robust enough for the analysis (we don’t know exactly what is 
in each data set).



Work on depression that is interesting. There is a indication that the 
language used by people suffering depression shows distinct word 
frequency differences when compared with non-sufferers.
● What is that feedback system like??
● Al-Mosaiwi, Mohammed, and Tom Johnstone. 2018. “In an Absolute State: Elevated Use of Absolutist Words Is a 

Marker Specific to Anxiety, Depression, and Suicidal Ideation.” Clinical Psychological Science 6 (4): 529–42.

We also looked at changes in individualism vs collectivism words in 20th 
century Russian… showed some interesting things but wasn’t as good as 
we hoped.

● Skrebyte, Agne, Philip Garnett, and Jeremy R. Kendal. 2016. “Temporal Relationships Between 
Individualism–Collectivism and the Economy in Soviet Russia: A Word Frequency Analysis Using the Google Ngram 
Corpus.” Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology 47 (9): 1217–35.





Neutral model (annoys some people):

● Assumes that things change via a neutral copying process. 
● Thus your probability of doing something is proportional to the 

probability that you observe it and copy the behaviour, with an 
innovation rate (prob that you just invent something new).

● Therefore the fitness (its neutral!) of the choice doesn’t really matter 
(source of annoyance).

● Similar to genetic drift (oh dear).
● Seems to fit a lot of human behaviour (also source of annoyance).



● Word frequencies changes fit the neutral model - various forms of it 
too. Modified Bass earlier and also Neutral model just described.

● The words you use are more about whether you observe and copy 
and not so much about the word itself? 

● Seems that we aren’t able to reject the neutral model in this case.



So similar problem to genetics… where does the selection come in and 
how can you tell the difference between word frequencies changing by 
selection and words changing by neutral processes?

● Probs need more data? Maybe not as genetics has tons of data and 
they still struggle.

● What about forgetting words?



● There seems to be a difference when it comes to 
forgetting words.
○ Or rather words declining in frequencies and 

drifting out of use.
○ Turnover!

● Perhaps it happens quicker than it should?
● That weird because it would imply that somehow 

we know when a word is declining in frequency.
● Then select to not use it?



...that no one reads.

● Interested in the ‘waxing and waning’ of the frequencies of words.
○ Including the turnover of words - relative rank in frequency.
○ E.g. position of a word in a topY by frequency.

● Two observations:
○ Zipf law holds for the ngram data set - the frequency of a word in 

inversely proportional to its frequency rank.
○ Heaps law holds, vocabulary size scales sub-linearly with total number of 

words.



Zipf’s Law, the frequency of 
a word in inversely 
proportional to its frequency 
rank



FNM - full sampling neutral model

● “...would simply assume that authors choose to write words by 
copying those published in the past and occasionally inventing or 
introducing new words.”

● FNM reproduces Zipf’s law, and dynamic turnover is present. 
● FNM predicts that a slowing down in the topY turnover as ‘new’ words 

find it more difficult to increase in in frequency by diffusion to get into 
topY (stochastic death).



Significantly FNM also, predicts that vocabulary will scale linearly with with 
the probability of the invention of words and the total number of words.

Does not match the data or Heaps law.

- Heaps law, vocabulary size scales sub-linearly with total number of 
words.



Ok, so hints in the data that the sub-linear scaling might be a recent 
invention.

So if we assume that and then assume that perhaps as the volume of 
available books increased that authors could only copy from a partial 
sample - an evolving subset or ‘canon’.

We get the partial-sampling Neutral model.

- “There exists a an evolving small-subset of the world's books on 
which all writers are educated.”



Both models fit Zipf’s 
model.

PNM does it better for 
more orders or 
magnitude.

Computational limit 
stops us before we get 
to the same orders of 
magnitude as the data.



Heaps law:

Data scales sub-linearly 
(coefficient of less that 1).

FNM scales linearly with 
corpus size.

PNM scales sub-linearly with 
corpus size, same coefficient 
as data.



Turnover of topY

FNM never does very well 
turnover (esp if you are going 
to get Zipf right as well).

PNM does fairly well in the top 
50 and 100 words, but starts 
to break down with the top 200 
suggesting that the model 
might not be exactly correct.

So we can reject the FNM 
model, and perhaps partially 
reject the PNM model but we 
are not as clear on that one...



There is some sort of relationship between what words we use and what 
is happening. This is some sort of feedback system…

Neutral model(s) in various forms do model some aspects of how word 
usage evolves, providing a basis for the testing of hypotheses.

The PNM model suggests a plausible model for why words drop out of 
use more quickly than the FNM would predict (they are lost from the 
‘canon’).


